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What is EUfarms, the European Network of Regenerative Organic Farms?

A network of farms:

- Certified organic minimum
- Over 30 ha
- At least 2 production units and 1 processing unit
- Direct or short sales
- Smaller farms that are part of a territorial cooperation dynamic may be included.
A EUROPEAN NETWORK LAUNCHED IN FRANCE

50 farms in France

30 to 1000 ha per farm
Our priorities

- Making regenerative organic farms visible
- Technical exchanges
- Training and teaching through a network of Erasmus+ learning farms
Farmer-to-farmer approaches: ERASMUS+
Saltus Campus High School

- Using the training experiences of EUfarms to develop our Erasmus+ project.
- Like Saltus Campus uses the Domaine de Courances as its practical field support.
- Teachers and farmers invent together how to teach regenerative organic farming.
EUfarms Erasmus+ development
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EUfarms NGO
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Join us!

EUFARMS
European Network of Regenerative Organic Farms
Réseau Européen des Fermes Agroécologiques

3 priorities:
- Making regenerative organic farms visible
- Technical exchanges
- Training and teaching through a network of Erasmus+ learning farms

3 axes:
- Rendre visible les fermes agroécologiques
- Echanges techniques
- Former et transmettre par un réseau de fermes apprenantes Erasmus+